ARCHITECTURAL VISUALISATION . ART . PHOTOGRAPHY
JUNIOR PHOTOGRAPHER

AVR London
AVR London work alongside some of the world’s most
respected architects and developers nationally and
internationally. Our visualisations become iconic public
images, powerful legal tools in planning disputes and
beautiful marketing CGIs.
Composed of architects, photographers and artists our
team of 15 produce images and video to support planning
applications, competition submissions, marketing campaigns
and public inquiries. continually evolving and developing
AVR London are always looking to the future in terms of
their development and as a result are always producing the
highest quality images focussed on accuracy and beauty.
After 10 years in Shad Thames, AVR London recently moved
to their new studio in Greenwich, around 3 times bigger than
Shad Thames, there is now space for the company to evolve
further.
For the staff and Director’s it feels like an exciting move that
offers huge opportunity for the company going forward. AVR
London have been working closely with Tim Hall of Light Earth
Design to put together some more permanent plans for the
space but for now it offers a fantastic open plan, spacious
and creative atmosphere to work from.

Johnson Gardens - Arax Properties (2021)

East Riverside - CZWG Architects (2021)

AVR London Photography

The Mastaba - Christo + Jeanne-Claude (2018)

Our experienced architectural photographers
understand how to capture colour, texture
and the sophisticated geometries of modern
architecture, harnessing their aesthetic power
in iconic images.
They are involved in every aspect of our projects,
from shooting images for competitions and
planning, through to contextual photography
for marketing CGIs. working with architects
from the very beginning of a project to its
completion, they gain a deep understanding of
the architecture and are often commissioned
by our clients to photograph the completed
scheme.

from Serpentine Bridge. Working alongside
the wider AVR London team, the artwork was
accurately visliased and proven not to obscure
The Houses of Parliament.
In 2018 the team returned to the Serpentine to
document the final installed artwork.
York St John
Recently
the
team
have
completed
photographic documentation of York St John
University, AVR have been involved with the
project since 2016.

The AVR London Photography team have
extensive knowledge and experience; working
alongside architects to document completed
buildings, 360° photography,
video, aerial
work from helicopters and working with drone
operators.
The Mastaba
Having extensive and in depth knowledge of
the London View Management Framework
the photography team were integral to the
planning application of “The Mastaba” by
Christo + Jeanne-Claude in 2017.
Proposed to float on the Serpentine, the 20
meter high artwork, (consisting of 7,506 barrels)
required planning permission to ensure it did
not block the protected view of Parliament

York St John - Tate and Co (2022)

Anise Gallery

Established in 2012 in partnership with AVR
London, Anise Gallery is a contemporary
art gallery with a strong focus towards the
architectural aesthetic.
Working with early to mid-career artists in
a wide range of media, the gallery presents
an exciting and diverse programme of
exhibitions, events and talks that relate
to architecture, technology and the built
environment.
Supporting, promoting and connecting with
recent graduates from London art schools
and those further afield has become a core
part of the gallery’s programming.

In a continual effort to expand the gallery
experience, a programme of talks and events
runs alongside the exhibition programming,
including participation in London’s main
architectural events such as the London
Festival of Architecture and Open House
London.
After a successful 10 years at Shad Thames,
the gallery has recently
undergone a
relocation to a converted 1870s Zion chapel
in Forest Hill. The gallery’s move will allow
for more diverse programming, wider
collaboration, and engagement with the
local community, providing an exciting and
expansive future for the gallery.

Images:
1. 10 Year Anniversary Collection, ‘10 Prints by 10 Artists‘ at Woolwich Contemporary Print Fair, 2021
2. (ab)Normal, ‘Datasutra’ VR Experience at Anise Gallery, 2018
3. Matteo Zamagni, ‘Crepuscolo’ at Anise Workshop, 2019 © Agnese Sanvito
4. ‘Virtual Playground’ VR Experience at Anise Gallery, 2015

Junior Photographer
AVR London have an exciting opportunity for a Junior Photographer to join its dynamic London-based
studio of artists, architects, visualisers, photographers and illustrators. AVR London have created iconic
images for a wide variety of architects and developers since 2006. As part of our team you will have
the opportunity to work on projects alongside some of the most prestigious names in architecture.
We’ve built a team of artists with backgrounds covering the wide spectrum of the arch vis industry, all of
whom share a passion for beautiful and interesting images, exciting projects and how we can work together
to help shape and explore the future of visualisation.
We strongly believe in personal development, creative democracy and collaboration in the workplace,
priding ourselves on maintaining an all-embracing and open-minded environment where talent is nurtured
and honed while entrusting creative responsibility to all of our employees. You will gain invaluable insights
into the architectural visualisation industry, working in a varied environment which celebrates many different
artistic styles across numerous and varied project types and purposes.
Job Title: Junior Photographer
Location: Greenwich, London
The Role
We are looking for an enthusiastic, creative, Junior Photographer who loves architecture, to join our studio
based in Greenwich, London.
We will train you in all aspects of verified architectural photography, a love and passion for architecture is a
must. You will organise and plan all aspects of the shoots and undertake photography across London, the
UK and sometimes further afield. Additionally you will assist the studio in other tasks including production of
desktop published documents. Being organised, precise and proactive is vital to the role in our busy studio.
We also have an art gallery (Anise Gallery) which allows for personal creative expression, you will be assisting
the gallery when needed with photography, graphic design and comms.
Typical Duties
- Photography across London/UK (sometimes
further afield)
- Organise access/permissions/permits/surveying
- Working with photographic and wider team to
organise shoots
- Graphic design needs of the Studio, desktop
publishing branding
- Assist when needed with Anise Gallery graphic
design and comms
About You
- Love of architecture and photography
- Organised, attention to details and proactive
- Proactive forward planner
- Ability to work effectively in teams/individually
- Able to manage external contacts confidently
and professionally
- Inquisitive mind, good at solving problems
- Excellent and efficient time management skills
- Proficient with DSLR
- Proficient in Photoshop, InDesign
- Good graphic design skill, technically/
graphically
- Polite/confident phone manner

Benefits
- Private healthcare
- 20 days Holidays and end of the year Christmas
break
- Cycle to work scheme
- Flexible working hours
- Outdoor activities
- Monday breakfast and Friday cocktails
To apply please e-mail cover letter, portfolio (not
website link) and CV to: photo@AVRLondon.com
(attachments must be 10MB or less)
Salary dependant on experience, plus
performance related bonus + benefits.
No freelancers or agencies please . Must have
right to work in the UK.
Early applications will be welcome. We would be
looking for the successful candidate to start at
the earliest opportunity.

AVR London
6 David Mews
London
SE10 8NJ
020 88583226

www.avr.london
info@avrlondon.com

